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PRESENTATION  >



AMF – Safety Shoes is inspired by hard work and lifestyle.

Since 1999, AMF has been designing and engineering quality safety shoes that lives up 

to the reputation of the ToWorkFor® and Too’l® brands, as well as a quality private 

label producer.

With a turnover above €11M and 110 employees, we export more than 90% of our 

production.

Today, AMF creates new trends in the safety shoes market in more than 25 countries 

spread in the four corners of the world.

ABOUT US  >











Production >

| CEMENT CONSTRUCTION

AMF is an experienced safety shoes company which is counted among the Top 

European Manufacturers and Suppliers of Cement Construction Shoes, with a 

capacity for 1500 pairs of shoes per day.



Production: A New DESMA >

| DIRECT INJECTION

Direct Injection Production or DIP is new competence of the AMF. With capacity for

2.000 pair of shoes per day (3 shifts), AMF creates extremely lightweight and

flexible shoes with optimum comfort and trendy design.



From ideas to final product:

| Test us! We are used to do product development for a few major European brands. 

Starting from a vague inspiration or some more structure briefing, we can develop 

samples and a final product that match what our private label clients are looking for. 



Flexibility, reliability, proximity :

| From product development to minimum order quantities, from delivery times to easy 

transport communications, from multi language back office support to regular personal 

visits, we believe to have a structure that can face the challenges of today´s market.



| It’s in the company DNA the constant focus in I&D. The 

principal areas of study are: podiatry and new materials.

| The main external partners are: Minho University and 

Portuguese FootWear Technological Center.

INNOVATION and I&D >



| Sustainable Development for AMF – Safety Shoes means 

influence technology and innovation to maximize efficiency 

and productivity with less impact on the environment.

| AMF main objective is to be a innovation, quality and 

sustainability reference in the safety shoes market.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT >



A | Rua S. Cipriano nº 658

Tabuadelo

P – 4835-461 Guimarães

T | +351 253 527 164

E | info@amfshoes.com

AMFSHOES.COM
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